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Maggie Dwire with a captive female wolf pup (6.5 weeks old) at the captive Mexican wolf facility at Sevilleta Wildlife Refuge in New Mexico. The wolf pup is being
processed for the first time.

CONVERSATIONS WITH A WOLF BIOLOGIST
by Yoke Bauer DiGiorgio
Director, Delaware Valley Eagle Alliance, Naturalist, Filmmaker and Author
I have always been passionate about wolves and their
plight. Being able to include articles about the work being
done and collaborations to save two very different and
very endangered species of wolves in opposite sides of
the world – the Mexican Gray Wolf and the Ethiopian Wolf
– in the last quarterly issue of Nature’s Newsletter (Vol
11, Issue 2), enabled us to share critical and compelling
information with our readers and all who are concerned
with the preservation of wildlife.
Being able to “bring back” a naturally functioning wolf
population to an area is an opportunity to bring back a
natural balance and fully functioning ecosystem. Wolves
strengthen the environment and other animals in the
ecosystem by preying on the old, sick and young, and
prevent their populations from growing so numerous that
they overgraze and destroy habitat that countless other
species depend on.
Recently, I was so fortunate to have had the opportunity
to follow up and spend time talking with Maggie Dwire,
Assistant Mexican Wolf Recovery Coordinator for U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service about wolf conservation and
her role in the Mexican Gray Wolf Captive Breeding
Program. Maggie answers some questions below:
1. How did you become interested and involved in helping
the Mexican gray wolf?
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“While attending UC San Diego I volunteered at the
California Wolf Center, an education and research facility
that was just becoming a part of the Mexican wolf captive
breeding program. My background is in biology and
anthropology, and wolf recovery has always interested me
because it’s as much about humans as it is about wolves.”
2. Please talk about the Mexican Gray Wolf Recovery
Program, your job at USFWS and role in the recovery
program - and in particular - about providing captive born
pups for fostering in a wild pack.
“My current position with the US Fish and Wildlife Service
(Service) is as the Assistant Mexican Wolf Recovery
Coordinator. One of my duties is as the Service’s liaison to
the Mexican wolf captive breeding program. My role in our
efforts to foster captive-born pups into wild dens is primarily
to coordinate between the captive breeding program
and the reintroduction project. This means determining,
genetically, which captive-born litters are appropriate to
consider for fostering efforts, and communicating with the
captive facilities to document breeding behavior in order
to estimate future whelp dates. Additionally, the field team
monitors potential denning behavior in wild packs and
reports that information to me. When the two align - a captive
litter is born very near the same time denning behavior is
observed in the wild - we move quickly to arrange for pups
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and animal care handlers to travel
to the den site. I have performed
the care of the pups and the actual
fostering into the wild den, but it
isn’t always me and more often it is
members of our on the ground field
team.”
3. As part of the recovery program,
adult and offspring wolves at
Brookfield Zoo were chosen as
potential candidates for release to the
wild. How are the “captive born pups”
and the “wild pack” chosen?
“Adult wolves in the captive breeding
program are first considered for
release based on genetics. The
animals are moved to a Serviceapproved pre-release facility where
they are evaluated for release
potential (we consider things like
behavior, reproductive/pairing ability,
etc.). If a wolf is determined to be
a good candidate for release, the
process is typically to pair it with a
mate for release. F1126 from the
Brookfield Zoo is a good example of
this process.
For fostering pups from captivity
to the wild, the litters expected in
captivity are first evaluated to ensure
their release to the wild would
increase gene diversity in the wild
population (while at the same time
not significantly impacting the gene
diversity of the captive population
- eg some captive litters may be
deemed “too valuable” to consider for
fostering). Once we determine which
captive litters could be pulled from,
we wait. If captive whelping and wild
denning align, that’s when fostering
occurs. We do consider the previous
experience of the wild female (an
experienced mom is better than a first
time mom), the location of the wild
den (public land, accessibility, etc.),
and other factors.”
4. Regarding M1471 (Blaze) and
F1472 (Brooke) and the wild Elk
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Close-up of captive female wolf pup.

Horn Pack - how are they all currently
doing? All the pups should now be
about 3 to 4 months old. Will you be
attempting to radio-collar and monitor
them? Please describe that effort.
Have you done this before with other
packs and how has that worked?
“The success of our fostering efforts
in 2016 is not yet known. We will
continue to monitor all three packs,
including trail cameras at various
locations to try and determine the
number of pups traveling with the
pack. We will begin late summer/
early fall trapping efforts within the
next month, as well as conduct our
aerial survey and capture operation
in the winter. Some of these efforts
will focus on these three packs in an
attempt to radio-collar animals and
confirm the survival of any fostered
pups.
In 2014 we placed two wild-born
pups into another wild den. During
the annual aerial survey conducted in
2015, one of the pups was captured
and collared. This wolf, M1347, has
recently been confirmed in Arizona
with a companion (presumably a
female).”
5.
Benjamin Tuggle,
USFWS
southwest regional director, has
stated that, “Pup fostering is just one
of the management tools we can use
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to improve the genetic health of the
wild population.” Please describe
some of the other management tools
that are being used.
“There are other methodologies for
release of wolves we have used in
the past. What has proven to work
best, so far, is the release of an adult
pair with their young offspring (~6-12
weeks of age). In this process an
adult pair is selected as described
above, and allowed to breed at a prerelease facility. When the pups are
young, the family group is moved to
their release site. The pups are not
as mobile, which serves to anchor the
adults in the area we have selected
for release. The group is provided
supplemental food until they are
documented hunting on their own.”
6. What are the challenges you
see for the Mexican gray wolf and
the Mexican Gray Wolf Recovery
Program going forward?
“In our recent 2015 Listing Rule, we
determined the Mexican wolf meets
the definition of an endangered
subspecies primarily because of
illegal killing, inbreeding, loss of
heterozygosity, loss of adaptive
potential, small population size,
and the cumulative effects of the
aforementioned threats (for more on
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ADDITIONAL MEXICAN GRAY WOLF PHOTOGRAPHS

Photographs courtesy of the Mexican Wolf Interagency Field Team
LEFT and RIGHT-TOP: Wolf count conducted in Feb. 2016. Members of the IFT are analyzing a male wolf from the Mexican wolf experimental population.
After the IFT takes statistical data from the wolf, he is released back into the wild. RIGHT-CENTER and BOTTOM: “Cross foster program” in New Mexico
April 2016.
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that see: https://www.fws.gov/southwest/es/mexicanwolf/
pdf/Mx_wolf_listing_final_rule_to_OFR.pdf).
One of the biggest challenges wolves face on the landscape
is social tolerance. Every day our program works with
a diverse group of people and organizations that are
impacted by or involved with wolf recovery efforts. In order
to achieve recovery of the Mexican wolf, it must be done on
a working landscape with stakeholder collaboration.
The Interagency Field Team continues to make every
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effort to build connections with the local elected officials
and the neighboring ranching communities.
On a
nearly daily basis, we speak with landowners and
ranchers and provide them with up-to-date information
pertaining to the Mexican wolf. This includes the current
locations of wolves, following up on recent sightings,
and any possible release of a wolf into the area.”
ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:
http://www.fws.gov/southwest/es/mexicanwolf/
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